**TONALITY® - Clay tile facade
Adaptive system (ADS)
Horizontal section of external corner**

**TYPICAL DETAIL 4**

External corner, 90° angle with mitre cut and vertical primary substructure

**ANo. ADS 100-09**
Scale: 1:1 with DIN A3

alu metal sheet, thickness conform to statics (3mm)

**TONALITY® - safety movement gasket 60mm (dwg 207)**

**TYPICAL DETAIL 5**

External corner, 90° angle with visible corner profile on vertical primary substructure

**ANo. ADS 100-10**
Scale: 1:1 with DIN A3

alu metal sheet, thickness conform to statics (3mm)

**TONALITY® - safety movement gasket 60mm (dwg 207)**
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